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Black Mirror
Series 1 (2011)

'The National Anthem'

1. Which member of the British Royal Family has been kidnapped?

2. What activity does the kidnapper demand the Prime Minister, Michael Callow to take part in on live
television?

3. Unbeknownst to the public, shortly before the broadcast, the kidnapper (a famous artist) releases
his captive and then does what to himself?

'Fifteen Million Merits'

4. What activity do a majority of people do in exchange for 'merits', a currency to buy essentials and
virtual entertainment?

5. What is the name of the talent show Bing convinces Abi to enter after hearing her sing?

6. What is the name of the song Abi sings at the talent show?

7. When the judges say that they cannot hire another singer, what role do they coerce into becoming?

8. When Bing is tormented by the images of Abi in a pornographic advert, he saves up enough money
for a ticket in the talent show himself. What does Bing threaten to do when onstage?

'The Entire History of You'

9. What is the name of the device that is implanted behind the ear?

10. What does the implant allow people to do?

11. Who does Liam discover to be having an affair with his wife Ffion?

12. On discovering he may not be the father of Ffion's baby, what does Liam use to try and remove the
device from behind his ear?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Princess Susannah
2. Have sex with a pig
3. Hangs himself
4. Ride stationary bikes
5. Hot Shot
6. 'Anyone Who Knows What Love Is (Will

Understand)' by Irma Thomas

7. Pornographic performer
8. Commit suicide
9. Grain
10. Replay their memories through their eyes or on a

screen
11. Her friend Jonas
12. Razor
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